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ABSTRACT
Background and purpose The Trial of Org 10 172 in
Acute Stroke Treatment (TOAST) system is the most
widely used aetiological categorisation system in clinical
practice and research. Limited studies have validated the
accuracy of routine aetiological diagnosis of patients with
ischaemic stroke according to the TOAST criteria when the
reported subtype is assumed to be correct. We investigated
the agreement between centralised and non-centralised
(site-reported, at discharge) stroke subtypes in the Third
China National Stroke Registry (CNSR-III), and analysed the
influence of classification consistency on evaluation during
hospitalisation and for secondary prevention strategy.
Methods All patients with ischaemic stroke from
the CNSR-III study with complete diffusion-weighted
imaging data were included. We used multivariable Cox
proportional-hazard regression models to evaluate the
factors associated with consistency between centralised
and non-centralised stroke subtypes. Sensitivity analyses
were conducted of the subgroup of patients with complete
information.
Results This study included 12 180 patients (mean age,
62.3 years; and women, 31.4%). Agreement between
centralised and non-centralised subtype was the highest
for the large-artery atherosclerosis subtype stroke
(77.4% of centralised patients), followed by the small-
vessel occlusion subtype (40.6% of centralised patients).
Agreements for cardioembolism and stroke of other
determined aetiology subtypes were 38.7% and 12.2%,
respectively. Patient-level and hospital-level factors were
associated with the inconsistency between centralised/
non-centralised aetiological subtyping. This inconsistency
was related to differences in secondary prevention
strategies. Only 15.3% of the newly diagnosed patients
with cardioembolism underwent centralised subtyping with
indications to receive oral anticoagulants at discharge.
In comparison, 51.3% of the consistent cardioembolism
group and 42.0% of the centrally reassigned
cardioembolism group with anticoagulation indications
were prescribed oral anticoagulants.
Conclusions Substantial inconsistency exists between
centralised and non-centralised subtyping in China.
Inaccurate aetiological subtyping could lead to inadequate
secondary prevention, especially in patients with
cardioembolic stroke.

INTRODUCTION
Stroke has become the second leading cause
of death worldwide1 and the leading cause
of mortality in China.2 Ischaemic stroke

accounts for 69.6% of all strokes and the
incidence of stroke has continued to steeply
rise over the last three decades.3 4 Although
gradual improvements in stroke care have
been achieved in recent years, regional differences still exist in the quality of diagnostic
measures and stroke recurrence.5–7
Accurate classification of ischaemic stroke
aetiology is indispensable for patient management and research because stroke prognosis8
and strategies for secondary prevention of
stroke differ by stroke subtype.9–11 There are
several aetiological subtyping systems12–19;
however, despite the limited discriminatory
ability and prognostic value,8 the Trial of Org
10 172 in Acute Stroke Treatment (TOAST)
system12 remains the most widely used aetiological categorising system in clinical research
and practice.20 21
In clinical practice and most clinical trials,
aetiological diagnosis is based on the judgement of a local neurologist or site investigator.
Previous studies have reported only moderate
inter-rater reliability (κ: 0.42–0.64) with the
TOAST system.22 23 Both standardised medical
record review24 and centralised adjudication25
have been shown to improve this situation.
However, the accuracy of the routine aetiological diagnosis of ischaemic stroke according
to TOAST criteria when the reported subtype
is assumed to be correct has not been validated yet.
To the best of our knowledge, no large-scale
study has compared the centralised versus
non-centralised aetiological diagnosis of ischaemic stroke. The potential for heterogeneity
in patient treatment following a centralised
versus non-centralised diagnosis also warrants
discussion. We, therefore, investigated the
consistency between site-
reported stroke
subtypes at discharge according to centralised
and non-centralised TOAST criteria for stroke
diagnosis in the Third China National Stroke
Registry (CNSR-III), its influence on aetiological evaluation during hospitalisation and its
impact on secondary prevention strategy.
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Study population and standardised diagnoses
The present analysis included all patients with ischaemic
stroke with complete diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI)
data as well as a complete aetiological evaluation and
a non-centralised TOAST subtype designated by a site
investigator at discharge. Site investigators and evaluators
made decisions based on the 1993 version of the TOAST
standard,12 according to a previously published study
protocol.26 The TOAST system stratifies patients with
ischaemic stroke into five subtypes: large artery atherosclerosis (LAA), cardioembolism (CE), small-vessel occlusion (SVO), stroke of other aetiology (OE) and stroke of
undetermined cause (UE). A detailed description of the
training process is included in the online supplemental
materials (see online supplemental methods).
Centralised and non-centralised subtyping
To ensure that the diagnosis standard was consistent, we
adopted the use of just one version of the TOAST subtype
system12 for the centralised decision algorithm. A detailed
methodology of the centralised and non-
centralised
subtyping is described in the supplementary methods
(see online supplemental methods, online supplemental
materials-screening report form and online supplemental
materials-decision algorithm).
Statistical analysis
A χ2 test or a Fisher’s exact test was used to compare categorical variables. Continuous variables were compared
using either one-way analysis of variance or the Kruskal-
Wallis test, where appropriate. The heterogeneity of
centralised versus non-centralised subtype consistency was
assessed using the χ2 test. To analyse the potential causes
of differences between centralised and non-centralised
subtypes, inpatient department, hospital level and
geographic location were also compared. Patients were
further stratified into three categories per subtype based
on centralised/non-
centralised subtype consistency:
consistent, centrally reassigned and newly diagnosed.
For each specific subtype, the centrally reassigned group
was defined as the group of patients diagnosed with the
subtype at discharge but reassigned to a different subtype
after centralised diagnosis. The newly diagnosed group
for a given subtype included patients who were initially
diagnosed with a subtype at discharge and then newly
diagnosed with the given subtype after centralised diagnosis. For example, a patient originally diagnosed as OE
and then centrally reassigned as CE would be included in
338

the centrally reassigned group for OE and the newly diagnosed group for CE. We used multivariate Cox proportional hazards regression to evaluate the factors associated with the inconsistency between centralised and non-
centralised subtypes. Variables showing statistical differences in univariate analysis at baseline were modelled as
confounding factors. We imputed missing values of the
baseline variables used to adjust the regression models
with mean or mode, as appropriate. No outcomes were
imputed. In-hospital and discharge medication prescriptions were displayed for each category in every subtype.
Indications of secondary prevention strategies were determined in accordance with established guidelines.10 27 We
performed sensitivity analyses using only the patient
subgroup with complete information, that is, having DWI
imaging, ≥1 extracranial artery evaluation, ≥1 intracranial
artery evaluation, ≥1 cardiac rhythm evaluation (ECG
(EKG) or 24-hour Holter) and ≥1 cardiac structure evaluation (transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) or transoesophageal echocardiography).
A two-sided p value <0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. All statistical analyses were performed
using SAS V.9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina,
USA).
RESULTS
Participant distribution and baseline characteristics
This study included a total of 12 180 patients with acute
ischaemic stroke after excluding 1020 patients with TIA
and 1966 patients with incomplete MRI data (figure 1).
The included patients were older and had a lower rate of
TIA history, myocardial infarction history and atrial fibrillation history; however, a higher percentage of patients
had dyslipidaemia, were current smokers and or were
diagnosed with cerebral infarction (see online supplemental table I).
Baseline characteristics of the study population are
listed in online supplemental table II). The average age
of the study population was 62.3 years (SD: 11.2 years),
and 31.4% of all the included patients were women. A
total of 11 586 (95.1%) patients underwent intracranial
artery evaluation and 11 454 (94.0%) patients underwent
a complete extracranial artery test. TTE data were available for 94.7% of the patients, EKG data for 94.3% and
Holter data for 83.6%.
Consistency between centralised and non-centralised subtype
distributions
Differences between the distributions of aetiological
subtypes based on discharge and those based on the
centralised subtyping system are presented in figure 2.
Substantial differences were observed between the centralcentralised subtypes. Only 4316 patients
ised and non-
(35.4%) were assigned to the same aetiological category
after the centralised subtyping procedure performed by
the site investigator at discharge. Agreement between the
centralised and non-centralised subtypes was highest for
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METHODS
Study design
This study is an analysis of patients within the CNSR-III,
a prospective patient cohort with ischaemic stroke or
transient ischaemic attack (TIA) in China. Patients in our
study were recruited between August 2015 and March
2018 from 201 study sites covering 26 provinces and
municipalities in China.26 Detailed inclusion and exclusion criteria are described in the CNSR-III study protocol.

Open access

Flow chart of patient inclusion and exclusion criteria.

the LAA subtype (77.4% of patients centrally diagnosed
as LAA), followed by the SVO type (40.6% of patients
centrally diagnosed as SVO). The agreement of CE and
OE subtypes was 38.7% and 12.2%, respectively. Similar
results were observed in the subgroup of patients with
complete information.
To identify the potential reasons for the inconsistency
between discharge and centralised subtype diagnosis, we
compared both patient-level (demographic characteristics, baseline National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale
(NIHSS) and so on) and hospital level (inpatient department, hospital type and geographic location or area of
the hospital) factors (see online supplemental table III).
In multivariate logistic regression analysis, a history of
ischaemic stroke (adjusted OR 0.841; 95% CI 0.749 to
0.943), TIA (adjusted OR 0.606; 95% CI 0.451 to 0.815)
and dyslipidaemia (adjusted OR, 0.822; 95% CI 0.689 to
0.980) were each associated with fewer patients who were
centrally reassigned from the LAA subtype. Additionally,
hospitals in the urban area (adjusted OR 0.792; 95% CI
0.687 to 0.913) and tertiary hospitals (adjusted OR 0.748;
95% CI 0.627 to 0.891) were each associated with fewer
patients centrally reassigned from the LAA subtype.
Furthermore, we observed a significant interaction
(p=0.005) of hospital area with hospital type in the consistency of LAA diagnosis. Non-stroke unit inpatient departments were associated with more patients being centrally

reassigned from the LAA subtype (adjusted OR 1.140; 95%
CI 1.012 to 1.284). Hospitals in the middle (adjusted OR
0.445; 95% CI 0.330 to 0.600) and the eastern (adjusted
OR 0.476; 95% CI 0.359 to 0.631) regions of China were
both associated with less newly diagnosed patients, indicating a more consistent LAA diagnosis.
A history of atrial fibrillation or flutter was associated with a more consistent diagnosis of the CE subtype
(centrally reassigned CE group: adjusted OR 0.122; 95%
CI 0.070 to 0.213; newly diagnosed CE group: adjusted
OR 0.086; 95% CI 0.053 to 0.140). Evaluation of cardiac
rhythm via 24-hour Holter was related to a more consistent CE subtype diagnosis (newly diagnosed CE group:
adjusted OR 0.567; 95% CI 0.350 to 0.919).
A higher baseline NIHSS score was associated with
more centrally reassigned patients with SVO (adjusted OR
1.360; 95% CI 1.164 to 1.588) and more newly diagnosed
patients with SVO (adjusted OR 1.452; 95% CI 1.236 to
1.707). Additionally, tertiary hospitals were associated
with more newly diagnosed patients with SVO (adjusted
OR 1.410; 95% CI 1.140 to 1.743), while hospitals in urban
areas were associated with fewer newly diagnosed patients
with SVO (adjusted OR 0.446; 95% CI 0.360 to 0.552). An
interaction was observed between hospital type, location/
area and consistency of SVO diagnosis (p=0.037).
Older age was associated with a high proportion of
being centrally reassigned from the OE subtype (adjusted
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OR 1.062; 95% CI 1.022 to 1.102) and being newly diagnosed with OE (adjusted OR 1.062; 95% CI 1.016 to
1.109). Several patient-
level and hospital-
level factors
were associated with agreement between centralised and
non-centralised aetiological subtyping (table 1).
Aetiological diagnosis and patient management
Fewer patients with newly diagnosed CE underwent
24-hour Holter (82.1%) than the patients in both the
consistent CE (87.8%) and centrally reassigned CE
340

groups (87.7%; see online supplemental table III). The
prescription rate of oral anticoagulants for secondary
prevention was lower in newly diagnosed patients with
CE (10% vs 50.2% for the consistent CE group and
27.6% for the centrally reassigned CE group, p<0.001).
The prescription rate of antihypertensive agents was the
highest in the consistent SVO group (48.7% vs 42.7%
for the centrally reassigned SVO group and 44.3% for
the newly diagnosed SVO group). Prescription rates
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Figure 2 Centralised aetiological subtype and individualised subtype distribution. (A) Total number of each subtype in the
study population. (B) Distribution of non-centralised subtyping results according to the percentages of centralised subtypes
in the study population. (C) Total number of each subtype in the subgroup with complete information. (D) Distribution of
non-centralised subtyping results according to the percentages of centralised subtypes in the subgroup with complete
information. C, centralised; CE, cardioembolism; NC, non-centralised; OE, other determined cause; SVO, small-vessel
occlusion; UE-multiple causes, with concomitant causes; UE-incomplete evaluation; UE-undetermined cause; LAA, large-artery
atherosclerosis.
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Characteristics
Variables

Centrally reassigned LAA
Consistent LAA as
reference
Adjusted OR (95% CI)

Newly diagnosed LAA
P value

Adjusted OR (95% CI) P value

Medical history
 Ischaemic stroke

Yes

0.841 (0.749 to 0.943)

0.003

0.843 (0.687 to 1.035)

0.103

 TIA

Yes

0.606 (0.451 to 0.815)

<0.001

0.585 (0.333 to 1.028)

0.062

 Dyslipidaemia

Yes

0.822 (0.689 to 0.980)

0.029

0.806 (0.587 to 1.106)

0.181

Baseline NIHSS score
Inpatient department
Geographical region

0–3

1.000 (ref)

Ref

1.000 (ref)

Ref

≥4

0.731 (0.663 to 0.806)

<0.0001

0.537 (0.453 to 0.636)

<0.0001

Stroke unit

1.000 (ref)

Ref

1.000 (ref)

Ref

Other

1.140 (1.012 to 1.284)

0.031

1.037 (0.843 to 1.274)

0.733

West

1.000 (ref)

Ref

1.000 (ref)

Ref

Middle

0.941 (0.770 to 1.150)

0.551

0.445 (0.330 to 0.600)

<0.0001

East

0.882 (0.726 to 1.072)

0.207

0.476 (0.359 to 0.631)

<0.0001

Area

Rural

1.000 (ref)

Ref

1.000 (ref)

Ref

Urban

0.792 (0.687 to 0.913)

0.001

1.163 (0.911 to 1.484)

0.226

Hospital type

Secondary

1.000 (ref)

Ref

1.000 (ref)

Ref

Tertiary

0.748 (0.627 to 0.891)

0.001

0.796 (0.591 to 1.072)

P value of interaction for area and hospital type
Variables

0.005

0.133
0.214

Consistent CE as
reference

Centrally reassigned CE

Newly diagnosed CE

Adjusted OR (95% CI)

P value

Adjusted OR (95% CI) P value

 Known atrial fibrillation or
flutter

Yes

0.122 (0.070 to 0.213)

<0.0001

0.086 (0.053 to 0.140)

<0.0001

 Diabetes mellitus

Yes

1.015 (0.599 to 1.721)

0.955

1.667 (1.060 to 2.623)

0.027

Medical history

Baseline NIHSS score

0–3

1.000 (ref)

Ref

1.000 (ref)

Ref

≥4

1.658 (1.131 to 2.432)

0.010

0.759 (0.541 to 1.065)

0.110

 Holter

Yes

1.077 (0.606 to 1.915)

0.800

0.567 (0.350 to 0.919)

0.021

Variables

Consistent SVO as Centrally reassigned SVO
reference
Adjusted OR (95% CI)
P value

Evaluation of cardiac rhythm
Newly diagnosed SVO
Adjusted OR (95% CI) P value

Age

1.010 (1.003 to 1.018)

0.004

1.011 (1.003 to 1.019)

0.005

Sex

0.970 (0.813 to 1.158)

0.738

0.741 (0.613 to 0.896)

0.002

mRS prior to current event

1.072 (0.966 to 1.191)

0.192

1.215 (1.091 to 1.354)

<0.001

Medical history
 Current or previous smoker

Yes

0.780 (0.655 to 0.929)

0.005

0.858 (0.716 to 1.028)

0.096

 Baseline NIHSS score

0–3

1.000 (ref)

Ref

1.000 (ref)

Ref

≥4

1.360 (1.164 to 1.588)

0.0001

1.452 (1.236 to 1.707)

<0.0001

Geographical region

Area
Hospital type

West

1.000 (ref)

Ref

1.000 (ref)

Ref

Middle

1.320 (0.982 to 1.775)

0.066

1.447 (1.079 to 1.940)

0.014

East

1.383 (1.039 to 1.839)

0.026

1.125 (0.849 to 1.490)

0.412

Rural

1.000 (ref)

Ref

1.000 (ref)

Ref

Urban

0.875 (0.713 to 1.074)

0.201

0.446 (0.360 to 0.552)

<0.0001

Secondary
Tertiary

1.000 (ref)
0.839 (0.662 to 1.064)

Ref
0.148

1.000 (ref)
1.410 (1.140 to 1.743)

Ref
0.002
Continued
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Table 1 Multivariate analysis of potential causes of inconsistency between individualised aetiological classification and
centralised classification of the study population
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Characteristics
Variables

Centrally reassigned LAA
Consistent LAA as
reference
Adjusted OR (95% CI)

P value of interaction for area
and hospital type
Variables

Newly diagnosed LAA
P value

Adjusted OR (95% CI) P value

0.003
Consistent OE as
reference

Centrally reassigned OE
Adjusted OR (95% CI)

0.037
Newly diagnosed OE

P value

Adjusted OR (95% CI) P value

Age

1.062 (1.022 to 1.102)

0.002

1.062 (1.016 to 1.109)

0.007

Sex

0.293 (0.112 to 0.765)

0.012

0.701 (0.245 to 2.005)

0.507

1.702 (0.487 to 5.947)

0.405

10.173 (2.019 to
51.258)

0.005

Evaluation of cardiac rhythm
 EKG

Yes

West includes Inner Mongolia, Guangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan,Guizhou, Yunnan, Tibet, Shaanxi, Gansu, Qinghai, Ningxia and Xinjiang.
Middle includes Shanxi, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei and Hunan. East includes Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang,
Fujian,Shandong, Guangdong, Hainan, Liaoning, Jilin and Heilongjian.
CE, cardioembolism; LAA, large artery atherosclerosis; mRS, modified Rankin Scale; NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; OE,
other determined cause; ref, reference; SVO, small vessel occlusion.

for guideline-
recommended treatments other than
antithrombotic agents (such as lipid-
lowering, antidiabetic and antihypertensive treatments) were comparable
among the different groups based on the consistency
of centralised and non-centralised subtyping in patients
with LAA (table 2). Similar results were observed in the
patient subgroup with complete information (see online
supplemental table IV).
Of the 449 newly diagnosed patients with CE stroke,
431 (95.9%) had high-risk sources of CE. Among the
high-risk sources, the largest proportion was newly diagnosed atrial fibrillation (58.47%), followed by a history of
atrial fibrillation (28.54%; figure 3).
Oral anticoagulant prescription rates were significantly
different among the three groups of patients with CE
categorised by agreement between centralised and non-
centralised subtyping. Among patients with indications
for anticoagulation therapy, the prescription rate of oral
anticoagulants at discharge in the newly diagnosed CE
group was surprisingly lower (15.3%) than that in the
consistent CE (51.3%) and the centrally reassigned CE
groups (42.0%; table 3). Similar results were also observed
in the patient subgroup with complete information (see
online supplemental table V).
DISCUSSION
In the current study, we found substantial differences
between centralised and non-
centralised aetiological classifications of stroke subtypes in China. Factors
related to the heterogeneity between centralised and
centralised subtyping included the hospital level,
non-
geographical region/location and area of the admitting
hospital; the admitting department and stroke severity.
Incomplete aetiological investigation during hospitalisation and inadequate secondary prevention strategies were
observed in patients with inconsistent classification by site
342

evaluators (non-centralised) using centralised adjudication. Furthermore, we found that both a high baseline
NIHSS score and admission to a stroke unit were each
associated with a more consistent aetiological diagnosis
between centralised and non-centralised stroke subtyping.
Thus, differences in evaluation and care quality among
patients with different severities might lead to inaccurate
aetiological diagnoses in patients with mild neurological
deficits.
The proportion of distribution of each subtype after
centralised and non-centralised TOAST classification was
similar to those reported in a previous registry,28 with LAA
accounting for a large proportion of ischaemic stroke and
CE accounting for a small proportion. The particularly
high prevalence of intracranial artery stenosis in Chinese
patients with stroke29 might explain the high-
ranking
proportion of the LAA subtype relative to the other
subtypes. However, the proportion of LAA subtype among
all patients classified by the non-centralised or centralised
designations was different (60.8% vs 26.7%). A strict
application of the TOAST classification criteria can lead
to the designation of a significant number of strokes as
an undetermined cause category.14 A neurologist’s ‘clinical opinion’, based on experience, might help to assign
a high degree of confidence to one specific stroke cause
in a particular patient when facing competing evidence
of different aetiologies. Recent subtyping systems, such
as the Chinese Ischaemic Stroke Subclassification (CISS)
criteria, emphasise underlying pathological mechanisms and contain revised standards for categorising the
LAA subtype.19 According to CISS criteria, patients with
infarct in the territory of an isolated penetrating artery
and evidence of atherosclerotic plaque or any degree
of stenosis in the parent artery are categorised into the
LAA subtype, regardless of the degree of luminal stenosis
of the clinically relevant artery. With the continuously
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Table 1 Continued

0/1 to 0%
205/225 to 91.1%
513/661 to 77.6%
979/1661 to 58.9%
Consistent CE (n=284)

Oral anticoagulation with indications*

Lipid-lowering in patients with dyslipidaemia

Antidiabetic in patients with diabetes

Antihypertensive in patients with hypertension

Treatment

Centrally reassigned SVO (n=2003)

98/149 to 65.8%
Consistent SVO (n=1193)

Antihypertensive in patients with hypertension

1914 (95.6%)

Centrally reassigned OE (n=451)

581/762 to 76.2%
Consistent OE (n=20)

Antihypertensive in patients with hypertension

3/3 to 100%
4/12 to 33.3%

Lipid-lowering in patients with dyslipidaemia

Antidiabetic in patients with diabetes

Antihypertensive in patients with hypertension

197/282 to 69.9%

81/110 to 73.6%

32/33 to 97.0%

3/33 to 9.1%

7 (1.6%)

406 (90.6%)

361/431 to 83.8%

41/85 to 48.2%

21/29 to 72.4%

7/7 to 100%

0/0 to 0%

2 (1.4%)

122 (84.7%)

Newly diagnosed OE (n=144)

775/1156 to 67.0%

365/460 to 79.3%

114/118 to 96.6%

0/0 to 0%

4 (0.2%)

1641 (93.9%)

Newly diagnosed SVO (n=1749)

187/286 to 65.4%

78/103 to 75.7%

*Indications of oral anticoagulation treatment included mechanical prosthetic valve, mitral stenosis with atrial fibrillation, atrial fibrillation, left atrial/atrial appendage thrombus, left ventricular thrombus and atrial flutter.
CE, cardioembolism; LAA, large artery atherosclerosis; OE, other determined cause; SVO, small vessel occlusion.

0/0 to 0%
1/1 to 100%

Oral anticoagulation with indications*

17 (85%)
1 (5%)

Antiplatelet

Oral anticoagulation

Discharge treatment

Treatment

855/1244 to 68.7%

207/249 to 83.1%

Antidiabetic in patients with diabetes

10/87 to 11.5%
133/138 to 96.4%

0/0 to 0%
100/103 to 97.1%

Lipid-lowering in patients with dyslipidaemia

15 (0.8%)

Oral anticoagulation with indications*

1168 (97.9%)
0 (0%)

Antiplatelet

Oral anticoagulation

35/46 to 76.1%

26/30 to 86.7%

44/301 to 14.6%

45 (10.0%)

5/6 83.3%

361 (80.6%)

Newly diagnosed CE (n=449)

315/470 to 67.0%

135/169 to 79.9%

51/53 to 96.2%

0/0 to 0%

8 (1.1%)

690 (93.9%)

Newly diagnosed LAA (n=735)

0.478

0.120

P value

0.002

<0.001

P value

<0.001

<0.001

P value

<0.001

0.134

P value
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Discharge treatment

Treatment

77/143 to 53.8%

30/40 to 75.0%

Antidiabetic in patients with diabetes

64/161 to 39.8%
14/14 to 100%

139/272 to 51.1%
9/9 to 100%

72 (27.6%)

Lipid-lowering in patients with dyslipidaemia

142 (50.2%)

Oral anticoagulation

2/4 50.0%

156 (59.8%)

Centrally reassigned CE (n=266)

1981/3121 to 63.5%

917/1178 to 77.8%

344/360 to 95.6%

54/350 to 15.4%

64 (1.3%)

4483 (91.9%)

Centrally reassigned LAA (n=4886)

Oral anticoagulation with indications*

121 (42.8%)
2/10 20.0%

Antiplatelet

Antiplatelet with indication within cardioembolic stroke†

Discharge treatment

2302 (91.6%)
6 (0.2%)

Antiplatelet

Oral anticoagulation

Consistent LAA (n=2517)

Patient medication based on consistency of centralised and discharge subtype

Discharge treatment

Treatment

Table 2
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increasing development of novel techniques for plaque
detection and vessel wall imaging, mild intracranial artery
stenosis (<50% luminal stenosis) or non-stenotic atherosclerotic plaques are being recognised in >50% of patients
with ischaemic symptoms.30 These new subtyping criteria
have had a profound influence on Chinese neurologists
and might bias their ‘clinical opinions’ towards the LAA
subtype.
Unlike the considerably high incidence of the CE
subtype in the Caucasian population,31 CE stroke
accounts for only 5.7% of ischaemic strokes among
Chinese patients, even with a complete aetiological
investigation. Disagreements between non-
centralised
and centralised aetiological diagnosis of the CE subtype
were mainly caused by the detection of atrial fibrillation (AF) after ischaemic stroke. AF is a well-established
predictor of stroke recurrence and has a validated association with cardiogenic embolism.32 The AF-
SCREEN
International Collaboration recommends 72-hour electrocardiographic monitoring for AF detection.33 Because
the CNSR-III protocol was written before publication of
the white paper,33 a stepwise approach was used to evaluate AF using resting EKG followed by 24-hour Holter
monitoring. The current diagnostic approach detected
AF-related stroke in 252 patients and reassigned them to
the CE category. Another reason for subtyping inconsistency might be the availability of complementary information from the centralised data collection. Newly observed
high-risk or medium-risk cardiac embolism sources within
centralised data contributed to 62.3% of cardioembolic
stroke classifications.
Inconsistency between non-centralised and centralised
classifications of the CE subtype was associated with
344

inadequate guideline-
recommended secondary prevention strategy, especially with regard to indications for
treatment with oral anticoagulants. Among patients
with ischaemic stroke with non-valvular atrial fibrillation
(NVAF) in the CNSR without contraindications to anticoagulation, only 16.2% received warfarin therapy as
secondary prevention.34 In the second CNSR (CNSR-II),
the prescription rate of warfarin for patients with stroke
with NVAF remained low (19.4%).35 Although an overall
increase was observed in the use of oral anticoagulants
in the current analysis, we found that the prescription
rate in patients with unrecognised CE with indications of
anticoagulation treatment (15.3%) was even lower than
that reported in previous studies.34 35 Inaccurate diagnosis
of CE aetiology could cause suboptimal anticoagulation
treatment in patients with CE indicated for anticoagulant
therapy. Enhancing the accuracy and reliability of aetiological diagnosis is an essential step to improve adherence to guideline-recommended secondary prevention
treatment.
Our study has several strengths. We used an algorithm
for centralised adjudication of aetiology categories,
which integrated all necessary data elements collected
and processed centrally by trained specialists. Furthermore, this study was based on a cohort in which >94%
of all included patients underwent complete aetiological
examinations. The centralised aetiology classification
was reproducible and stable because it eliminated any
disagreements between evaluators in the judgement step.
However, this study had certain limitations. First, the
algorithm was designed based on previously published
rules.12 New perspectives to stratify the sources of
cardiac embolism risk are continually being updated.36
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Figure 3 Proportions of high-risk and medium-risk embolic sources for newly diagnosed patients with cardioembolic stroke.
Panel A: proportions of high-risk sources. Panel B: proportions of medium-risk sources.

103/139 to 74.1%

0/139 to 0%

0/139 to 0%

8/139 to 5.8%

27/139 to 19.4%

0/139 to 0%
1/139 to 0.7%

 LWHP

 Heparin

 Rivaroxaban

 Dabigatran

 Apixaban
 Others

NE
1.000

1.000

1.000

NE

NE

1.000

0/66 to 0%
0/66 to 0%

7/66 to 10.6%

4/66 to 6.1%

0/66 to 0%

2/66 to 3.0%

53/66 to 80.3%

0/8 to 0%
0/8 to 0%

0/8 to 0%

1/8 to 12.5%

0/8 to 0%

1/8 to 12.5%

7/8 to 87.5%

8 (7.7%)

NE
NE

1.000

0.445

NE

0.294

1.000

<0.0001

0/46 to 0%
0/46 to 0%

7/46 to 15.2%

4/46 to 8.7%

0/46 to 0%

2/46 to 4.4%

33/46 to 71.7%

46 (15.3%)

NE

1.000

1.000

1.000

0/2 to 0%
0/2 to 0%

0/2 to 0%

0/2 to 0%

0/2 to 0%

1/2 to 50.0%

1/2 to 50.0%

2 (1.4%)

Without
indication
n=148

NE
NE

1.000

1.000

NE

0.122

0.503

<0.0001

P value

3/12 to 25.0% 0.379

0/12 to 0%

0/12 to 0%

0/12 to 0%

0/12 to 0%

*Missing data of two patients.
†Missing data of four patients.
‡Missing data of two patients.
§Indications of oral anticoagulation treatment included mechanical prosthetic valve, mitral stenosis with atrial fibrillation, atrial fibrillation, left atrial/atrial appendage thrombus, left ventricular
thrombus and atrial flutter.
¶Missing data of one patient.
**Missing data of five patients.
††Missing data of one patient.
CE, cardioembolism; LWHP, low molecular weight heparin; NE, not estimable.

0/4 to 0%
0/4 to 0%

1/4 to 25.0%

0/4 to 0%

0/4 to 0%

0/4 to 0%

3/4 to 75.0%

66 (42.0%)

 Warfarin

4 (33.3%)

With indication§
n=300

0.169

<0.0001

P value

8/12 to 66.7% 0.537

1/12 to 8.3%

12 (8.2%)

Without
indication
n=147

Newly diagnosed CE†† (n=448)

11/82 to 13.4%

0/82 to 0%

5/82 to 6.1%

2/82 to 2.4%

1/82 to 1.2%

43/82 to 52.4%

26/82 to 31.7%

82 (27.3%)

With indication§
n=300

Newly diagnosed CE‡ (n=447)
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0.252

139 (51.3%)

0.438

NE

1.000

1.000

<0.001

0.611

0.069

<0.0001

Without indication P value
n=104

Discharge
anticoagulant

1/18 to 5.6%

0/18 to 0%

With indication§
n=157

Without
indication
n=12

P value

2/86 to 2.3%

0/86 to 0%

With indication§
n=271

1.000

NE

1/18 to 5.6%

0/18 to 0%

0/86 to 0%

9/18 to 50.0%

5/18 to 27.8%

18 (17.8%)

 

0/4 to 0%

0/4 to 0%

6/86 to 7.0%

2/86 to 2.3%

4/18 to 22.2%

49/86 to 57.0%

46/86 to 53.5%

86 (53.4%)

Centrally reassigned CE** (n=261)

4/151 to 2.7%

 Others

0.478

1.000

1.000

0.349

0.647

0.146

Without indication
n=101
P value

Consistent CE¶ (n=283)

0/151 to 0%

 Apixaban

1/4 to 25.0%

0/4 to 0%

0/4 to 0%

1/4 to 25.0%

3/4 to 75.0%

4 (33.3%)

P value

With indication§
n=161

Centrally reassigned CE† (n=262)

Treatment

9/151 to 6.0%

22/151 to 14.6%

 Dabigatran

1/151 to 0.7%

 Heparin

 Rivaroxaban

89/151 to 58.9%

80/151 to 53.0%

 LWHP

151 (55.9%)

In-hospital
anticoagulant
 Warfarin

With indication§
n=270

Without
indication
n=12

Consistent CE* (n=282)

Oral anticoagulant treatment of patients with cardioembolic stroke with unchanged or reassigned subtype

Treatment

Table 3
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CONCLUSIONS
We report substantial differences between discharge and
centralised diagnosis of stroke aetiology. The factor most
associated with these differences was the inhomogeneity
among admitting departments and hospitals in their
ability to identify potential stroke mechanisms. An inadequate secondary prevention strategy was observed in
patients with inconsistent classification by site evaluators
(non-centralised) and centralised adjudicators.
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A1 HISTORY/EMBOLI
(Circle one or more response)
High-Risk Sources for Emboli
Mechanical Prosthetic Heart Valve
Mitral Stenosis with Atrial Fibrillation
Atrial Fibrillation (other than lone atrial fibrillation)
Left Atrial / Atrial Appendage Thrombus
Sick Sinus Syndrome
Recent Myocardial Infarction (MI) (within 4 Weeks)
Left Ventricular Thrombus
Dilated Cardiomyopathy
Akinetic Left Ventricular Segment
Atrial Myxoma
Infective Endocarditis
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b
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e
f
g
h
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j
k

Medium-Risk Source for Emboli
Mitral Valve Prolapse
Mitral Annulus Calcification
Mitral Stenosis without Atrial Fibrillation
Atrial Septal Aneurysm
Patent Foramen Ovale
Atrial Flutter
Lone Atrial Fibrillation
Bioprosthetic Heart Valve
Nonbacterial Thrombotic Endocarditis
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Known Extracranial Large Vessel Disease
Appropriate for Symptoms
Not Appropriate for Symptoms
Known Intracranial Large Vessel Disease
Appropriate for Symptoms
Not Appropriate for Symptoms
Prior Extra/Intracranial Imaging Completed
No Prior Extra/Intracranial Imaging Completed
Negative Prior Extra/Intracranial Imaging Fingdings
A3 HISTORY/PRIOR SPECIALIZED TESTS
(Circle one or more response)
Intrinsic Disorder with Arterial Wall Abnormality
Moyamoya Disease
Nonatherosclerotic vasculopathy
Dissection
Iatrogenic Injury
Injury Caused by Endovascular Treatment to Clinically Relevant Artery
Disorders of Blood Composition
Disorder of Hemostatic System
Other Suggestive Underlying Cause
Evidence of Other Suggestive Underlying Cause
Prior Specialized Tests
No Prior Specialized Tests
Negative Prior Specialized Tests
C1 SPECIALIZED TESTS
(Circle one or more response)
Intrinsic Disorder with Arterial Wall Abnormality‡
Moyamoya Disease
Nonatherosclerotic vasculopathy
Dissection
Iatrogenic Injury‡
Injury Caused by Endovascular Treatment to Clinically Relevant Artery
Disorders of Blood Composition‡
Disorder of Hemostatic System
Other Suggestive Underlying Cause
Evidence of Other Suggestive Underlying Cause
Specialized Tests During Hospitalization
Not Done
Negative Specialized Tests
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Multiple Acute and Subacute Ischemic Lesions in either Right and Left Anterior or Anterior and Posterior Circulations or both
Acute Unilateral Internal Watershed Infarcts
Multiple Temporally Separate Infarcts Exclusively within the Territory of the Clinically Relevant Artery
Negative for Acute Infarct(s)
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B2 DIAGNOSTIC TESTS/INTRACRANIAL ARTERY EVALUATION
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MRA
CTA
DSA
RESULTS
≥50% Stenosis or Occlusion of Clinially Relevant Artery/Arteries
Non or <50% Stenosis of Clinically Relevant Artery/Arteries
B3 DIAGNOSTIC TESTS/EXTRACRANIAL ARTERY EVALUATION
(Circle one or more response)
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Carotid Doppler
CTA
CE-MRA
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RESULTS
≥50% Stenosis or Occlusion of Clinially Relevant Artery/Arteries
Non or <50% Stenosis of Clinically Relevant Artery/Arteries
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Mechanical Prosthetic Heart Valve
Mitral Stenosis with Atrial Fibrillation*
Left Atrial / Atrial Appendage Thrombus
Left Ventricular Thrombus
Dilated Cardiomyopathy
Akinetic Left Ventricular Segment
Atrial Myxoma
Infective Endocarditis
RESULTS/MEDIUM-RISK SOURCE(S) for EMBOLI
Mitral Valve Prolapse
Mitral Annular Calcification
Mitral Stenosis without Atrial Fibrillation*
Left Atrial Turbulence (Smoke)
Atrial Septal Aneurysm
Patent Foramen Ovale
Bioprosthetic Cardiac Valve
Nonbacterial Thrombotic Endocarditis
Congestive Heart Failure
Hypokinetic Left Ventricular Segment
RESULTS/COMPLETENESS of WORK-UP
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TESTS/HOLTER
HOLTER
RESULTS/HIGH-RISK SOURCE(S) for EMBOLI
Atrial Fibrillation† (other than lone atrial fibrillation)
Sick Sinus Syndrome†
RESULTS/MEDIUM-RISK SOURCE(S) for EMBOLI
Atrial Flutter†
Lone Atrial Fibrillation†
RESULTS/COMPLETENESS of WORK-UP
RESULTS/INCOMPLETE WORK-UP or NOT DONE

(Circle one or more response)

(Circle one or more response)
1.
TESTS/ECG
[ ]
a
ECG
2.
RESULTS/HIGH-RISK SOURCE(S) for EMBOLI
[ ]
a
Atrial Fibrillation† (other than lone atrial fibrillation)
[ ]
b
Sick Sinus Syndrome†
3.
RESULTS/MEDIUM-RISK SOURCE(S) for EMBOLI
[ ]
a
Atrial Flutter†
[ ]
b
Lone Atrial Fibrillation†
4.
RESULTS/COMPLETENESS of WORK-UP
[ ]
a
RESULTS/INCOMPLETE WORK-UP or NOT DONE
*
†
‡

Discovered in A.History and/or B.Diagnostic Tests
Demonstrated at any Time During Hospitalization
During Hospitalization
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AIS

Completed

Analyze with
available
information

Not
Completed

Not Completed

B1

B2+B3

Excluded from
analysis

Completed
Analyze with
available
information

Not
Completed

B4+B5

Completed

A3 or C1

Yes

OE Element

A1-1 or B42 or B5-2

B2-2a
and/or B32a

Yes

Yes

High-Risk CE Element

LAA Element

Patients with OE element (A3-1, A3-2, C1-1, C1-2)
but neither High-Risk CE Element nor LAA element
were designated into OE subtype

Patients with both High-Risk CE Element and LAA
element were designated into UE - multiple causes
despite having OE element (A3-1, A3-2, , C1-1, C1-2)
or not

Patients with OE
Element (A3-3, A3-4,
C1-3, C1-4) but
neither High-Risk CE
Element nor LAA
Element were
designated into OE
subtype

Patients with LAA
element but neither
OE Element (A3-3,
A3-4, C1-3, C1-4)
nor High-Risk CE
Element were
designated into LAA
subtype

A1-2 or B43 or B5-3

Yes
Medium-Risk CE
Element

Patients with HighRisk CE Element but
neither OE Element
(A3-3, A3-4, C1-3,
C1-4) nor LAA
Element were
designated into CE
subtype

No
B1-1a

Yes
是
SVO Element

Patients with ≥2
Elements among OE
Element (A3-3, A3-4,
C1-3, C1-4), HighRisk CE Element and
LAA Element were
designated into UE multiple causes

Patients with
Medium-Risk
CE Element
but no OE
Element, no
High-Risk CE
Element, no
LAA Element
were
designated
into CE
subtype

Patients with
SVO Element
but no OE
Element, no
High-Risk CE
Element, no
Medium-Risk
CE Element,
no LAA
Element
were
designated
into SVO
subtype

Patients with
no OE Element,
no High-Risk
CE Element, no
Medium-Risk
CE Element, no
LAA Element,
no SVO
Element and

complete
investigation
s were
designated
into UE undetermine
d
incomplete
investigation
s were
designated
into UE –
incomplete
evaluation
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Table I. Demographic and clinical characteristics of included versus excluded participants.
Characteristics

Included (n=12180)

Excluded (n=2986)

P-value

Age, y, median (IQR)

63 (54–70)

62 (53–70)

0.012

Women, n (%)

3818 (31.35%)

984 (32.95%)

0.091

mRS prior to current event, median
(IQR)

0 (0–1)

0 (0–0)

<0.001

BMI, median (IQR), kg/m2

24.49 (22.58–26.57)

24.49 (22.75–26.42)

0.875

Ischaemic stroke

2495 (20.48%)

654 (21.90%)

0.087

TIA

257 (2.11%)

159 (5.32%)

<0.001

Myocardial infarction

1213 (9.96%)

395 (13.23%)

<0.001

Known atrial fibrillation or flutter

827 (6.79%)

192 (6.43%)

0.482

Hypertension

7675 (63.01%)

1819 (60.92%)

0.034

Dyslipidaemia

923 (7.58%)

268 (8.98%)

0.011

Diabetes mellitus

2812 (23.09%)

698 (23.38%)

0.737

Current or previous smoker, n (%)

4427 (36.35%)

985 (32.99%)

<0.001

2580 (21.18%)

829 (27.76%)

<0.001

Medical history, n (%)

Baseline blood pressure, mmHg
<140/90
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Baseline NIHSS score, median
(IQR)

3 (2–6)

2 (0–5)

Admitting diagnosis, n (%)

<0.001

<0.001

Ischaemic stroke

11897 (97.68%)

2085 (69.83%)

TIA

283 (2.32%)

901 (30.17%)

IQR, interquartile range; mRS, modified Rankin Scale; BMI, body mass index; NIHSS, NIH Stroke Scale.
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Table II. Baseline characteristics of the study population
Characteristics

Study population (n=12180)

Age, y, median (IQR)

63 (54-70)

Women, n (%)

3818 (31.4%)

mRS prior to current event, median (IQR)
BMI, median (IQR),

kg/m2

0 (0-1)
24.5 (22.6-26.6)

Medical history, n (%)
Ischaemic stroke

2495 (20.5%)

TIA

257 (2.1%)

Myocardial infarction

1213 (10.0%)

Known atrial fibrillation or flutter

827 (6.8%)

Hypertension

7675 (63.0%)

Dyslipidaemia

923 (7.6%)

Diabetes mellitus

2812 (23.1%)

Current or previous smoker, n (%)

3897 (32.0%)

Baseline blood pressure, mmHg
<140/90

2850 (21.2%)

Baseline NIHSS score, median (IQR)

3 (2–6)

Brain imaging

12180 (100%)

DWI

12180 (100%)

Evaluation of intracranial artery

11586 (95.1%)

MRA

10251 (88.5%)

CTA

1287 (11.1%)
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DSA
Evaluation of extracranial artery

48 (0.4%)
11454 (94.0%)

Carotid artery doppler

9360 (81.6%)

CTA

1164 (10.2%)

CE-MRA

860 (7.5%)

DSA

70 (0.6%)

Evaluation of cardiac rhythm
EKG

11150 (94.3%)

Holter

9884 (83.6%)

Evaluation of cardiac structure
TTE

11219 (94.7%)

TEE

11 (0.09%)

IQR, interquartile range; mRS, modified Rankin Scale; BMI, body mass index; NIHSS, NIH Stroke Scale; MRA, Magnetic Resonance Angiography; CTA,
computed tomography angiography; DSA, digital subtraction angiography; CE-MRA, contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography; TTE, transthoracic
echocardiography; TEE, transoesophageal echocardiography.
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Table III. Univariate analysis of potential causes of inconsistency between non-centralised and centralised aetiologic sub-classification of the
study population.

LAA:
Variable

Consistent LAA (n=2517)

Centrally reassigned LAA

Newly diagnosed LAA

(n=4886)

(n=735)

P-value

Age, y, median (IQR)

63 (55–70)

63 (55–71)

63 (55–70)

0.452

Women, n (%)

773 (30.7%)

1496 (30.6%)

232 (31.6%)

0.874

mRS prior to current event,
median (IQR)

0 (0–1)

0 (0–1)

0 (0–1)

0.239

BMI, median (IQR), kg/m2

24.49 (22.60–26.57)

24.47 (22.60–26.42)

24.56 (22.58–26.81)

0.248

Ischaemic stroke

618 (24.6%)

1037 (21.2%)

150 (20.4%)

0.002

TIA

84 (3.3%)

101 (2.1%)

15 (2.0%)

0.003

Myocardial infarction

290 (11.5%)

486 (1.0%)

64 (8.7%)

0.035

Known atrial fibrillation or
flutter

0 (0%)

270 (5.5%)

0 (0%)

<0.001

Hypertension

1661 (66.0%)

3121 (63.9%)

470 (64.0%)

0.186

Dyslipidaemia

225 (9.0%)

360 (7.4%)

53 (7.2%)

0.047

Diabetes mellitus

661(26.2%)

1178(24.1%)

169(23.0%)

0.068

Medical history, n (%)
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Current or previous
smoker, n (%)
Baseline blood pressure,
mmHg
<140/90

932(37.0%)

1779(36.4%)

248(33.8%)

0.263

1990 (79.1%)

3887 (79.6%)

568 (77.3%)

0.359

Baseline NIHSS score,
median (IQR)

4 (2–8)

4 (2–6)

3 (1–5)

<0.01

Stroke unit

527 (20.9%)

1121 (23.0%)

158 (21.5%)

0.129

General neurological ward

1887 (75.0%)

3569 (73.1%)

537 (73.1%)

0.191

Neurosurgical ward

3 (0.1%)

7 (0.1%)

2 (0.3%)

0.632

Neurointerventional ward

0 (0%)

10 (0.2%)

0 (0%)

0.036

Neuro-ICU

53 (2.1%)

104 (2.1%)

17 (2.3%)

0.941

ICU

22 (0.9%)

44 (0.9%)

15 (2.0%)

0.011

General medical ward

43 (1.7%)

95 (1.9%)

10 (1.4%)

0.480

Inpatient department (n, %)

Geological region

<0.001

West

170 (6.8%)

365 (7.5%)

93 (12.7%)

Middle

943 (37.5%)

1863 (38.1%)

249 (33.9%)

East

1404 (55.8%)

2658 (54.4%)

393 (53.5%)

Area

0.001
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Rural

545 (21.7%)

990 (20.3%)

192 (26.1%)

Urban

1972 (78.4%)

3896 (79.7%)

543 (73.9%)

Hospital type

0.020

Secondary

305 (12.1%)

667 (13.7%)

117 (15.9%)

Tertiary

2212 (87.9%)

4219 (86.4%)

618 (84.1%)

Evaluation of intracranial
artery

0.003

MRA

2203 (88.1%)

4049 (89.8%)

632 (86.5%)

CTA

277 (11.1%)

449 (10.0%)

95 (13.0%)

DSA

20 (0.9%)

13 (0.3%)

4 (0.6%)

Evaluation of extracranial
artery

<0.001

Carotid artery doppler

1898 (78.7%)

3736 (82.0%)

546 (78.7%)

CTA

282 (11.7%)

380 (8.3%)

102 (14.7%)

CE-MRA

199 (8.3%)

419 (9.2%)

40 (5.8%)

DSA

28 (1.2%)

18 (0.4%)

5 (0.7%)

2300 (94.9%)

4461 (94.2%)

685 (94.9%)

Evaluation of cardiac rhythm
EKG

0.499
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Holter

2018 (83.3%)

3899 (82.3%)

622 (85.9%)

0.051

TTE

2297 (94.8%)

4450 (93.8%)

692 (95.7%)

0.051

TEE

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

NE

Evaluation of cardiac
structure
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CE:
Variables

Consistent CE (n=284)

Newly diagnosed CE
(n=449)
70.0 (63.0–77.0)

P value

71.0 (62.0–77.0)

Centrally reassigned CE
(n=266)
66.5 (57.0–76.0)

Age, y, median (IQR)
Women, n (%)

99 (34.9%)

119 (44.7%)

171 (38.1%)

0.053

mRS prior to current event,
median (IQR)

0 (0–0)

0 (0–1)

0 (0–1)

0.081

BMI, median (IQR), kg/m2

24.0 (21.5–26.1)

24.0 (21.8–26.1)

24.2 (22.5–26.1)

0.238

Ischaemic stroke

60 (21.1%)

51 (19.2%)

97 (21.6%)

0.733

TIA

2 (0.7%)

3 (1.1%)

4 (0.9%)

0.871

Myocardial infarction

50 (17.6%)

60 (22.6%)

84 (18.7%)

0.300

Known atrial fibrillation or
flutter

261 (91.9%)

160 (60.2%)

234 (52.1%)

<0.001

Hypertension

149 (52.5%)

143 (53.8%)

286 (63.7%)

0.003

Dyslipidaemia

9 (3.2%)

14 (5.3%)

30 (6.7%)

0.118

Diabetes mellitus

40 (14.1%)

46 (17.3%)

103 (23.0%)

0.009

Current or previous
smoker, n (%)

74 (26.1%)

80 (30.1%)

125 (27.8%)

0.575

0.001

Medical history, n (%)

Baseline blood pressure,
mmHg
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<140/90

210 (73.9%)

191 (71.8%)

345 (76.8%)

0.309

4 (2–8)

5 (2–10)

4 (2–7)

<0.001

Stroke unit

82

64

114

0.402

General neurological ward

178 (62.7%)

178 (67.0%)

314 (69.9%)

0.125

Neurosurgical ward

1 (0.4%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0.284

Neurointerventional ward

0 (0%)

1 (0.4%)

1 (0.2%)

0.609

Neuro-ICU

21 (7.4%)

14 (5.3%)

10 (2.2%)

0.004

ICU

4 (1.4%)

9 (3.4%)

9 (2.0%)

0.268

General medical ward

5 (1.8%)

3 (1.1%)

6 (1.3%)

0.809

Baseline NIHSS score,
median (IQR)
Inpatient department (n, %)

(29.0%)

(24.1%)

(25.4%)

Geological region

0.010

West

41 (14.4%)

41 (15.4%)

45 (10.2%)

Middle

75 (26.4%)

94 (35.3%)

128 (28.5%)

East

168 (59.2%)

131 (49.3%)

276 (61.5%)

Area

0.736

Rural

50 (17.6%)

42 (15.8%)

81 (18.0%)

Urban

234 (82.4%)

224 (84.2%)

368 (82.0%)
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Hospital type

0.047

Secondary

20 (7.1%)

17 (6.4%)

50 (11.1%)

Tertiary

264 (93.0%)

249 (93.6%)

399 (88.9%)

Evaluation of intracranial
artery
MRA

0.035
225 (86.5%)

217 (83.1%)

367 (90.8%)

CTA

34 (13.1%)

44 (16.9%)

36 (8.9%)

DSA

1 (0.4%)

0 (0%)

1 (0.3%)

Evaluation of extracranial
artery

0.004

Carotid artery doppler

211 (79.0%)

185 (74.0%)

346 (84.4%)

CTA

29 (10.9%)

40 (16.0%)

25 (6.1%)

CE-MRA

23 (8.6%)

23 (9.2%)

37 (9.0%)

DSA

4 (1.5%)

2 (0.8%)

2 (0.5%)

EKG

268 (96.4%)

243 (93.1%)

419 (96.8%)

0.056

Holter

245 (87.8%)

229 (87.7%)

358 (82.1%)

0.046

271 (97.1%)

246 (93.9%)

416 (95.4%)

0.191

Evaluation of cardiac rhythm

Evaluation of cardiac
structure
TTE
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TEE

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

NE
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SVO:
Variables

Consistent SVO (n=1193)

Newly diagnosed SVO
(n=1749)
62 (54–69)

P value

61 (53–68)

Centrally reassigned SVO
(n=2003)
62 (54–69)

Age, y, median (IQR)
Women, n (%)

362 (30.3%)

659 (33.0%)

472 (27.0%)

<0.001

mRS prior to current event,
median (IQR)

0 (0–0)

0 (0–0)

0 (0–1)

<0.001

BMI, median (IQR), kg/m2

24.8 (23.0–26.9)

24.6 (22.6–26.7)

24.5 (22.9–26.4)

0.099

Ischaemic stroke

220 (18.4%)

346 (17.3%)

363 (20.8%)

0.023

TIA

16 (1.3%)

37 (1.9%)

26 (1.5%)

0.489

Myocardial infarction

87 (7.3%)

163 (8.1%)

124 (7.1%)

0.442

Known atrial fibrillation or
flutter

0 (0%)

65 (3.3%)

0 (0%)

<0.001

Hypertension

762 (63.9%)

1244 (62.1%)

1156 (66.1%)

0.040

Dyslipidaemia

103 (8.6%)

138 (6.9%)

118 (6.8%)

0.109

Diabetes mellitus

249 (20.9%)

431 (21.5%)

460 (26.3%)

<0.001

Current or previous
smoker, n (%)

490 (41.1%)

707 (35.3%)

672 (38.4%)

0.004

<0.001

Medical history, n (%)

Baseline blood pressure,
mmHg
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<140/90

970 (81.3%)

1582 (79.0%)

1421 (81.3%)

0.138

2 (1–4)

3 (1–5)

3 (1–5)

<0.001

Stroke unit

250 (21.0%)

421 (21.0%)

390 (22.3%)

0.565

General neurological ward

922 (77.3%)

1524 (76.1%)

1292 (73.9%)

0.085

Neurosurgical ward

1 (0.1%)

6 (0.3%)

1 (0.1%)

0.136

Neurointerventional ward

0 (0%)

1 (0.1%)

3 (0.2%)

0.225

Neuro-ICU

13 (1.1%)

28 (1.4%)

32 (1.8%)

0.245

ICU

3 (0.3%)

22 (1.1%)

16 (0.9%)

0.034

General medical ward

9 (0.8%)

22 (1.1%)

35 (2.0%)

0.007

Baseline NIHSS score,
median (IQR)
Inpatient department (n, %)

Geological region

0.006

West

104 (8.7%)

142 (7.1%)

157 (9.0%)

Middle

424 (35.5%)

714 (35.7%)

688 (39.3%)

East

665 (55.7%)

1147 (57.3%)

904 (51.7%)

Area

<0.001

Rural

410 (34.4%)

679 (33.9%)

338 (19.3%)

Urban

783 (65.6%)

1324 (66.1%)

1411 (80.7%)
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Hospital type

<0.001

Secondary

220 (18.4%)

400 (20.0%)

236 (13.5%)

Tertiary

973 (81.6%)

1603 (80.0%)

1513 (86.5%)

Evaluation of intracranial
artery
MRA

0.13
1050 (91.1%)

1704 (88.7%)

1479 (90.4%)

CTA

101 (8.8%)

213 (11.1%)

151 (9.2%)

DSA

2 (0.2%)

5 (0.3%)

7 (0.4%)

Evaluation of extracranial
artery
Carotid artery doppler

<0.001
1009 (88.1%)

1586 (83.9%)

1376 (82.8%)

CTA

92 (8.0%)

192 (10.2%)

142 (8.5%)

CE-MRA

42 (3.7%)

105 (5.6%)

134 (8.1%)

DSA

2 (0.2%)

8 (0.4%)

10 (0.6%)

EKG

1098 (94.7%)

1870 (95.8%)

1614 (94.7%)

0.234

Holter

1004 (86.6%)

1695 (86.7%)

1400 (82.2%)

<0.001

1140 (97.9%)

1885 (96.3%)

1607 (94.1%)

<0.001

Evaluation of cardiac rhythm

Evaluation of cardiac
structure
TTE
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TEE

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

NE
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OE:
Variables

Consistent OE (n=20)
54.5 (41.0–63.5)

Centrally reassigned OE
(n=451)
62.0 (53.0–70.0)

Newly
diagnosed
(n=144)
61.0 (50.5–68.0)

Age, y, median (IQR)

OE

P value

Women, n (%)

10 (50%)

126 (27.9%)

65 (45.1%)

<0.001

mRS prior to current event,
median (IQR)

0 (0–0)

0 (0–1)

0 (0–1)

0.350

BMI, median (IQR), kg/m2

21.8(20.1–26.2)

24.2(22.5–26.3)

24.2(22.5–26.4)

0.070

Ischaemic stroke

4 (20%)

69 (15.3%)

25 (17.4%)

0.740

TIA

1 (5%)

7 (1.6%)

6 (4.2%)

0.132

Myocardial infarction

1 (5%)

34 (7.5%)

10 (6.9%)

0.896

Known atrial fibrillation or
flutter

0 (0%)

29 (6.4%)

0 (0%)

0.004

Hypertension

12 (60.0%)

282 (62.5%)

85 (59.0%)

0.745

Dyslipidaemia

1 (5%)

33 (7.3%)

7 (4.9%)

0.563

Diabetes mellitus

3 (15%)

110 (24.4%)

29 (20.1%)

0.392

Current or previous
smoker, n (%)

4 (20%)

153 (33.9%)

47 (32.6%)

0.428

0.033

Medical history, n (%)

Baseline blood pressure,
mmHg
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<140/90

13 (65%)

341 (75.6%)

102 (70.8%)

0.333

3.5 (1.5–10.0)

3.0 (1.0–5.0)

3.0 (2.0–6.0)

0.078

Stroke unit

7 (35.0%)

135 (30.0%)

27 (18.6%)

0.024

General neurological ward

13 (65%)

288 (63.9%)

114 (79.2%)

0.003

Neurosurgical ward

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (0.7%)

0.20

Neurointerventional ward

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

NA

Neuro-ICU

0 (0%)

15 (3.3%)

3 (2.1%)

0.544

ICU

0 (0%)

12 (2.7%)

1 (0.7%)

0.289

General medical ward

0 (0%)

6 (1.3%)

1 (0.7%)

0.73

Baseline NIHSS score,
median (IQR)
Inpatient department (n, %)

Geological region

0.016

West

1 (5%)

95 (21.1%)

15 (10.4%)

Middle

7 (35%)

97 (21.5%)

40 (27.8%)

East

12 (60%)

259 (57.4%)

89 (61.8%)

Area

0.32

Rural

3 (15.0%)

44 (9.8%)

20 (13.9%)

Urban

17 (85.0%)

407 (90.2%)

124 (86.1%)
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Hospital type

0.42

Secondary

1 (5%)

36 (8.0%)

7 (4.9%)

Tertiary

19 (95%)

415 (92.0%)

137 (95.1%)

Evaluation of intracranial
artery

0.229

MRA

12 (60.0%)

333 (79.3%)

105 (79.6%)

CTA

8 (40.0%)

81 (19.3%)

26 (19.7%)

DSA

0 (0%)

6 (1.4%)

1 (0.8%)

Evaluation of extracranial
artery

0.284

Carotid artery doppler

12 (66.7%)

311 (76.2%)

98 (72.1%)

CTA

6 (33.3%)

72 (17.7%)

24 (17.7%)

CE-MRA

0 (0%)

18 (4.4%)

13 (9.6%)

DSA

0 (0%)

6 (1.5%)

1 (0.7%)

EKG

16 (80.0%)

387 (87.8%)

131 (96.3%)

0.007

Holter

13 (65.0%)

325 (73.4%)

110 (80.9%)

0.124

Evaluation of cardiac rhythm

Evaluation of cardiac
structure
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TTE

19 (95.0%)

400 (90.1%)

129 (94.9%)

0.189

TEE

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

NE

LAA, large artery atherosclerosis; CE, cardiac embolism; SAO, small vessel occlusion; OE, other determined cause; UE, undetermined cause; Neuro-ICU,
neurological intensive care unit; ICU, intensive care unit; West includes Inner Mongolia, Guangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou, Yunnan, Tibet, Shaanxi, Gansu,
Qinghai, Ningxia, and Xinjiang; Middle includes Shanxi, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei, and Hunan; East include Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Shanghai, Jiangsu,
Zhejiang, Fujian, Shandong, Guangdong, Hainan, Liaoning, Jilin, and Heilongjiang; IQR, interquartile range; mRS, modified Rankin Scale; BMI, body mass
index; NIHSS, NIH Stroke Scale; MRA, Magnetic Resonance Angiography; CTA, Computed Tomography Angiography; DSA, Digital Subtraction Angiography;
CE-MRA, Contrast-Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Angiography; TTE, transthoracic echocardiography and TEE, transoesophageal echocardiography.
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Table IV. Medication of patients categorised based on the consistency of centralised and discharge subtype in the subgroup with complete
information
Treatment

Consistent LAA (n/N, %)

Centrally reassigned

Newly diagnosed LAA

LAA (n/N, %)

(n/N, %)

P-value

Discharge treatment
Antiplatelet

2070/2254, 91.8%

3708/4011, 92.5%

627/664, 94.4%

0.085

Oral anticoagulation

4/2254, 0.2%

57/4011, 1.4%

6/664, 0.9%

<0.0001

Oral anticoagulation with

0/1, 0%

47/284, 16.6%

0/0, 0%

189/208, 90.9%

288/298, 96.6%

46/48, 95.8%

464/587, 79.0%

752/946, 79.5%

119/150, 79.3%

894/1500, 59.6%

1682/2547, 66.0%

287/428, 67.1%

Consistent CE (n/N, %)

Centrally reassigned CE

Newly diagnosed CE

(n/N, %)

(n/N, %)

indications*
Lipid-lowering in patients
with dyslipidaemia
Antidiabetic in patients with
diabetes
Antihypertensive in patients
with hypertension
Treatment

P-value

Discharge treatment
Antiplatelet

99/236, 42.0%

136/230, 59.1%

295/360, 81.9%

Antiplatelet with indication

2/7, 28.6%

2/4, 50.0%

4/5, 80.0%

<0.0001

within cardioembolic
stroke†
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Oral anticoagulation

126/236, 53.4%

62/230, 27.0%

35/360, 9.7%

<0.0001

Oral anticoagulation with

122/227, 53.7%

54/141, 38.3%

34/234, 14.5%

<0.0001

8/8, 100.0%

12/12, 100.0%

23/25, 92.0%

24/32, 75.0%

32/42, 76.2%

64/84, 76.2%

83/123, 67.5%

63/122, 51.6%

153/229, 66.8%

Consistent SVO (n/N, %)

Centrally reassigned

Newly diagnosed SVO

SVO (n/N, %)

(n/N, %)

indications*
Lipid-lowering in patients
with dyslipidaemia
Antidiabetic in patients with
diabetes
Antihypertensive in patients
with hypertension
Treatment

P-value

Discharge treatment
Antiplatelet

1063/1085, 98.0%

1706/1782, 95.7%

1381/1469, 94.0%

<0.0001

Oral anticoagulation

0/1085, 0%

13/1782, 0.7%

4/1469, 0.3%

0.007

Oral anticoagulation with

0/0, 0%

8/72, 11.1%

0/0, 0%

93/95, 97.9%

121/124, 97.6%

96/99, 97.0%

189/228, 82.9%

322/379, 85.0%

301/367, 82.0%

529/689, 76.8%

770/1116, 69.0%

674/976, 69.1%

indications*
Lipid-lowering in patients
with dyslipidaemia
Antidiabetic in patients with
diabetes
Antihypertensive in patients
with hypertension
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Treatment

Consistent OE (n/N, %)

Centrally reassigned, OE

Newly diagnosed OE

(n/N, %)

(n/N, %)

P-value

Discharge treatment
Antiplatelet

14/16, 87.5%

313/339, 92.3%

100/118, 84.8%

0.053

Oral anticoagulation

1/16, 6.3%

4/339, 1.2%

2/118, 1.7%

0.254

Oral anticoagulation with

0/0, 0%

1/22, 4.6%

0/0, 0%

2/16, 12.5%

88/339, 26.0%

25/118, 21.2%

4/16, 25.0%

183/339, 54.0%

40/118, 33.9%

1/1, 100.0%

28/29, 96.6%

7/7, 100.0%

indications*
Lipid-lowering in patients
with dyslipidaemia
Antidiabetic in patients with
diabetes
Antihypertensive in patients
with hypertension
*: Indications of oral anticoagulation treatment included mechanical prosthetic valve, mitral stenosis with atrial fibrillation, atrial fibrillation, left atrial/atrial
appendage thrombus, left ventricular thrombus, and atrial flutter.
†: Indications of antiplatelet treatment within aetiologies of cardioembolic stroke included mitral valve prolapse without atrial fibrillation and mitral annulus
calcification without atrial fibrillation.
LAA, large artery atherosclerosis; CE, cardiac embolism; SVO, small vessel occlusion; OE, another determined cause.
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Table V. Oral anticoagulant treatment of cardioembolic stroke patients received with unchanged and reassigned subtype in the subgroup with
complete information.
Treatment

Consistent CE* (n=235)

Centrally reassigned CE† (n=262)

Newly diagnosed CE‡ (n=447)

With
indication* *
n=225

Without
indication
n=10

P value

With
indication* *
n=161

Without
indication
n=101

P value

With
indication* *
n=300

Without
indication
n=147

P-value

132 (58.7%)

4 (40.0%)

0.329

75 (53.2%)

18 (20.0%)

<0.0001

57 (24.5%)

8 (6.3%)

<0.0001

Warfarin

78/132 59.1%

3/4, 75.0%

0.647

39/75, 52.0%

5/90, 27.8%

0.073

19/57, 33.3%

1/8, 12.5%

0.417

LWHP

70/132 53.0%

1/4, 25.0%

0.348

45/75, 60.0%

9/18, 50.0%

0.596

34/57, 59.7%

5/8, 62.5%

1.000

Heparin

1/132 0.8%

0/4, 0%

1.000

0/75, 0%

4/18, 22.2%

0.001

1/57, 1.8%

0/8, 0%

1.000

6/132 4.6%

0/4, 0%

1.000

2/75, 2.7%

0/18, 0%

1.000

2/57, 3.5%

0/8, 0%

1.000

Dabigatran

20/132 15.2%

1/4, 25.0%

0.493

4/75, 5.3%

1/18, 5.6%

1.000

3/57, 5.3%

0/8, 0%

1.000

Apixaban

0/132 0%

0/4, 0%

NE

0/75, 0%

0/18, 0%

NE

0/57, 0%

0/8, 0%

NE

Others

3/132 2.3%

0/4, 0%

1.000

2/75, 2.7%

1/18, 5.6%

0.480

1/57, 0%

2/8, 25.0%

0.038

In-hospital
anticoagula
nt

Rivaroxaba
n

Treatment

Consistent CE§ (n=283)
With
indication* *
n=271

Without
indication
n=12

P value

Centrally reassigned CE | | (n=261)
With
indication* *
n=157

Without
indication
n=104

P value

Newly diagnosed CE # (n=448)
With
indication* *
n=300

Without
indication
n=148

P-value
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Discharge
anticoagula
nt

57 (24.5%)

8 (6.3%)

<0.0001

56/139,
40.3%

8/91, 8.8%

<0.0001

36 (15.5%)

1 (0.8%)

<0.0001

Warfarin

19/57, 33.3%

1/8, 12.5%

0.417

46/56, 82.1%

7/8, 87.5%

1.000

26/36, 72.2%

1/1, 100.0%

1.000

LWHP

34/57, 59.7%

5/8, 62.5%

1.000

2/56, 3.6%

1/8, 12.5%

0.335

2/36, 5.6%

0/1, 0%

1.000

Heparin

1/57, 1.8%

0/8, 0%

1.000

0/56, 0%

0/8, 0%

NE

0/36, 0%

0/1, 0%

NE

Rivaroxaba
n

2/57, 3.5%

0/8, 0%

1.000

3/56, 5.4%

1/8, 12.5%

0.422

4/36, 11.1%

0/1, 0%

1.000

Dabigatran

3/57, 5.3%

0/8, 0%

1.000

5/56, 8.9%

0/8, 0%

1.000

4/36, 11.1%

0/1, 0%

1.000

Apixaban

0/57, 0%

0/8, 0%

NE

0/56, 0%

0/8, 0%

NE

0/36, 0%

0/1, 0%

NE

Others

1/57, 0%

2/8, 25.0%

0.038

0/56, 0%

0/8, 0%

NE

0/36, 0%

0/1, 0%

NE

*: missing data of two patients; †: missing data of two patients; ‡: missing data of one patient; §: missing data of one patient; | |: missing data of three patients;
#: missing data of one patient; * *: Indications of oral anticoagulation treatment included mechanical prosthetic valve, mitral stenosis with atrial fibrillation, atrial
fibrillation, left atrial/atrial appendage thrombus, left ventricular thrombus, and atrial flutter; CE, cardiac embolism; LWHP, low molecular weight heparin; NE,
not estimable.
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Supplementary Methods
Ischaemic stroke was defined as “brain, spinal cord, or retinal cell death attributable to ischaemia, based
on neuropathological, neuroimaging, or clinical evidence of permanent injury” with overt symptoms.
Data collection and standard aetiologic examinations
During hospitalisation at the baseline interview, all patients without contradictions to MRI examinations
were recommended for a complete aetiologic evaluation, according to the study protocol. All patients
were recommended to undergo complete aetiologic evaluation during hospitalisation, including brain
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI; 3.0T or 1.5T), intracranial
artery imaging (CT/MR angiography or digital subtraction angiography), extracranial artery imaging
(carotid ultrasound, CT/MR angiography or digital subtraction angiography), cardiac rhythm
examination (12-lead electrocardiograph or 24-hour electrocardiograph), and cardiac structure imaging
(transthoracic or transoesophageal echocardiography). The MRI test could be 3.0T or 1.5T according
to the available MRI machine at each individual investigation site.
Site investigators gathered the demographic information (age, sex, living condition, etc.) and medical
history (history of hypertension, diabetes, myocardial infarction, ischaemic stroke, etc.) of patients at
baseline face-to-face interview and performed a standardised physical examination to record vital signs
(blood pressure, etc.) and other parameters (such as National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale [NIHSS]).
An interactive electronic data capture (EDC) system was developed for data collection.
Except for complete entry of typing-in data elements, including demographic characteristics, physical
examination results, and medical history after a face-to-face interview when admitted to participating
centres, all laboratory results, auxiliary test results, and medical records were uploaded to the EDC
system after the removal of private information.
Image data, including brain MRI and vascular assessment for intracranial arteries (MRA, CTA, and
DSA) or extracranial arteries (CTA and CE-MRA) were saved in DICOM format on discs which were
then delivered to the centralised review centre.
Aetiologic diagnosis
Non-centralised aetiologic diagnosis at participating centres
Site investigators and raters were trained by committee-assigned stroke specialists before the initiation
of patient enrolment. The investigators and raters of each study site received a manual and a videotape
that included a detailed description of the Trial of Org 10172 in Acute Stroke Treatment (TOAST)
subtyping system and operation guidelines to determine aetiologic subtype.
Following a standard diagnostic process, the trained investigators or raters reviewed the patients’
clinical, imaging, and laboratory features and categorised patients into different causative subtypes
according to the TOAST system. Raters at each study site received case-based training using
abstracted data from medical records. Because most of the study sites have very large neurology
departments, there were many neurologists involved in patient enrolment and aetiologic diagnosis at
discharge. Site raters strove to reach excellent intrarater and interrater reliability (κ > 0.80) before
aetiologic diagnosis. Intrarater and interrater reliabilities were assessed and controlled by the site
investigator. However, detailed information (κ) of the intrarater and interrater reliabilities were not
reported to the study committee.
Centralised aetiologic diagnosis
Standardised screening report forms were generated from the EDC (See Supplementary Methods,
Supplementary Materials-Screening Report Form). According to the definition used by the TOAST
system, we defined the phenotypic elements of each subtype as follows.
Large-artery atherosclerosis (LAA) was determined by the presence of symptomatic
intracranial/extracranial artery atherosclerotic stenosis. Symptomatic stenosis was defined as severe
(50%–99%) stenosis or occlusion of clinically relevant intracranial and extracranial arteries. The
relevance of intracranial artery stenosis (ICAS) and the index stroke was determined by raters. ICAS
judgement was based on the Warfarin-Aspirin Symptomatic Intracranial Disease (WASID) trial criteria.
The North American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial (NASCET) criteria were adopted to
adjust the stenosis of extracranial artery stenosis (ECAS).
Cardio-embolism (CE) was determined using cardio-embolic sources. Patients were screened for
high-risk and medium-risk embolic sources according to the TOAST classification system.
Small-vessel occlusion (SVO) was determined by the presence of a single relevant brain stem or
subcortical hemispheric lesion which was less than 1.5 cm in diameter at the widest sectional on axial
diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI).
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We defined the other determined aetiology (OE) subtype based on potential causative disorders. This
category included rare causes, including an intrinsic disorder with arterial wall abnormality (moyamoya
disease, nonatherosclerotic vasculopathy or dissection), an iatrogenic injury to a clinically relevant
artery wall (such as an injury caused by endovascular treatment), and disorders of blood composition
(such as disorders of the haemostatic system).
All elements competed in a hierarchical algorithm in the first gradation of comparison (See
Supplementary Materials-Decision Algorithm). When there was an evident artery wall abnormality in the
absence of a high-risk CE element, the causative subtype was assigned as OE. If there was a coexisting apparent artery wall abnormality and a high-risk CE element, the subtype was considered to
be undetermined aetiology (UE).
In the second gradation of comparison among patients without artery wall abnormalities, if there was
only one element of LAA, high-risk CE, or disorders of blood composition (indicating OE), the subtype
was classified as LAA, CE, or OE, respectively. If there were multiple elements mentioned above, the
subtype was classified as UE.
In patients without elements mentioned in previous gradations, when there was only one element
among the medium-risk elements of CE, the elements of SVO, or the blood composition disorder
element of OE, the cause was designated as CE, SVO, or OE, respectively. When none or multiple
elements mentioned above existed, the subtype of the patient was designated as UE.
Senior neurologists designed standardised online screening report forms of imaging and other
auxiliary test results, which allowed a double-blind double-entry mode and senior adjudication with a
blind-paired comparison mode. Raters were blinded to each other’s input information. Each senior
adjudicator was blinded to the raters’ names. By comparing the double-entry results on the report forms,
a senior adjudicator would resolve the discrepancies and finalise the entry.
During two months from Oct 2018 to Nov 2018, a total of 32 neurologists and radiologists were
recruited and centrally trained to analyse all brain MRI and vascular assessment data. By reviewing
imaging data, they distinguished the characteristics necessary for aetiologic classification, such as
infarction pattern, location, blood supply, and stenosis of arteries, and entered the relevant information
into online screening report forms. Using anonymous imaging data from 120 patients, we evaluated the
interrater reproducibility for multiple raters. After a systematic comparison of entry fields within the
screening report forms, we assessed the agreement and scheduled any necessary retraining. Daily
feedback of difficult situations from all image analysers was received and answered by the senior
analyser in a timely manner. Imaging interpretation started after excellent interrater reproducibility was
achieved. From January 2019 to May 2019, a total of 10 senior radiologists from the previous 32 raters
re-examined all imaging data and corrected inaccurate information within the relevant online forms for
quality control. Another senior radiologist resolved any discrepancies between the senior analysers.
Fifty-seven neurologists, each with more than 5 years of clinical experience, were recruited to review
auxiliary test results and to enter specific relevant parameters into the online screening report form.
During data entry, the senior analyser for the group resolved disagreements among the entry fields.
Another sixteen neurologists with more than 5 years of clinical experience reviewed discharge
summary screenings for any supplementary information that was essential for subtyping, such as
diagnosis of a specific disease as the direct cause of ischaemic stroke, and entered these onto the
online screening report form. The senior analyser for the group resolved disagreements among the
entry fields.
Finally, the complete data within the screening report forms were automatically compared by the
online system, and discrepancies between the two forms were resolved by a third senior analyser.
Supplementary Materials-Screening Report Form (separate file)
Supplementary Materials-Decision Algorithm (separate file)
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